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ABSTRACT

The demand for mobile video streaming has experienced tremen-

dous growth over the last decade. However, existing methods of

video delivery fall short of delivering high-quality video. Recent

advances in neural super-resolution have opened up the possibility

of enhancing video quality by leveraging client-side computation.

Unfortunately, mobile devices cannot benefit from this because it

is too expensive in computation and power-hungry.

To overcome the limitation, we present NEMO, a system that

enables real-time video super-resolution on mobile devices. NEMO

applies neural super-resolution to a few select frames and transfers

the outputs to benefit the remaining frames. The frames to which

super-resolution is applied are carefully chosen to maximize the

overall quality gains. NEMO leverages fine-grained dependencies

using information from the video codec and strives to provide

guarantees in the quality degradation compared to per-frame super-

resolution. Our evaluation using a full system implementation on

Android shows NEMO improves the overall processing throughput

by x11.5, reduces energy consumption by 88.6%, and maintains

device temperatures at acceptable levels compared to per-frame

super-resolution, while ensuring high video quality. Overall, this

leads to a 31.2% improvement in quality of experience for mobile

users.

CCS CONCEPTS

· Information systems→ Multimedia streaming; · Comput-

ingmethodologies→Computer vision; ·Human-centered com-

puting→ Ubiquitous and mobile computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile video streaming has experienced substantial growth over

the last decade. A recent market report indicates the demand for mo-

bile video has quadrupled over the last seven years [26] and smart-

phones/tablets account for 62% of viewership [11]. On YouTube

alone, more than 70% of all video consumption happened via mobile

devices [10]. At the same time, due to users’ steep expectations for

quality, delivering a high quality of experience (QoE) [36] to mobile

users has become of paramount importance. To meet the seemingly

insatiable demand, both mobile carriers and CDNs have made oner-

ous efforts to scale bandwidth [1ś4, 29]. Efforts to maximize user

QoE given the bandwidth constraint have also made significant

advances in adaptive streaming [37, 48, 51, 53, 63]. However, the

fundamental limitation is that user QoE heavily depends on the

bandwidth.

Recent advances in neural-enhanced video streaming [40, 44, 60,

61] create a new opportunity for QoE enhancement using client-side

computation independent of the network bandwidth. In particular,

NAS [61] applies neural super-resolution on video frames to pro-

duce high quality video. Although this approach brings significant

benefits, it relies critically on the client’s computational capacity,

which mobile devices cannot spare. Compared to desktop-class

GPUs used in prior works [44, 60, 61], mobile devices inherently

have meek computational capacities coupled with strenuous power

constraints. Even the state-of-the-art mobile super-resolution [54],

targeted for images, falls wildly short of supporting real-time video

playback. Even with one of the latest Qualcomm chips (Snapdragon

855), real-time video super-resolution to 1080p is not feasible, pro-

ducing impractical delays, unsustainable rates of battery drain, and

large amounts of heat dissipation [49] that causes discomfort to

users, as we demonstrate in ğ3.

Motivated by these limitations, we present NEMO, a new video

delivery framework that enables real-time video super-resolution

on mobile devices. NEMO exploits temporal redundancies within

a video to drastically reduce computation. NEMO applies super-

resolution to a few select frames but reuses the result of super-

resolution to benefit the entire video. The resulting system is one

that effectively reduces computation (i.e., number of operations) by

a factor of 9.5-51.1 (19.5 on average). It offers high-quality video

even when network conditions are not favorable, while maintaining

battery consumption and device temperatures at acceptable levels.

NEMO consists of two novel components. First, at the server-

side, the media server analyzes a video to select frames to apply

super-resolution for maximizing the quality gains. This informa-

tion is captured in what we call a cache profile, provided to clients

alongside the video content at the beginning of each streaming

session. Second, at the client-side, by referring to the cache pro-

file, the mobile client applies neural super-resolution to the select

frames, referred to as anchor points. Anchor points that have been
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up-scaled using super-resolution are cached so they can be reused

for up-scaling non-anchor frames.

Creating a full-fledged system that achieves video super-resolution

at real-time on mobile devices, however, involves solving a number

of non-trivial challenges:

• First, to transfer the benefit of neural super-resolution of select

frames to the entire video, we leverage fine-grained information

from a video codec regarding frame dependencies. However, this

must be done carefully to maximize the computational savings

without drastically compromising the quality.

• Second, anchor point selection greatly affects the video quality.

However, the number of possible sets of anchor points are on the

order of 2 |𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 | , making exhaustive search infeasible.

• Finally, mobile devices are heteregenuous with varying com-

puting capacities. The system must be able to adapt to various

mobile devices to enable real-time video super-resolution on

devices ranging from high-end phones to cheaper entry-level

phones.

NEMO addresses these challenges by introducing new system

designs. To effectively transfer the gain of neural super-resolution

to successive frames, we leverage fine-grained frame dependencies

processed in a video codec [17, 18, 28]. To efficiently enable this,

we develop an SR-integrated codec that incorporates both a cache

and a super-resolution mechanism into an existing video codec.

The codec internally applies neural super-resolution to the anchor

points, and uses frame dependencies and cached high-resolution

frames to up-scale the remaining frames. Next, to select anchor

points, we develop an efficient approximation algorithm that re-

duces the search space from 2 |𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 | (all possible sets) to |𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 |.

The algorithm allows us to choose a minimal number of anchor

points that ensures the quality loss due to reduced computation is

within a given threshold (e.g., 0.5 dB in peak-signal-to-nose-ratio).

However, as the temporal redundancy of a video widely vary across

chunks within a video, a few outlier chunks may exhibit extremely

low redundancy (e.g., scene transitions, fastforward, scene cut),

requiring a disproportionately high number of anchor points. To

guarantee real-time processing for every chunk, we set an upper-

bound on the number of anchor points and choose a quality margin

of 0.5 dB which is satisfied for the majority of chunks; the upper

bound minimally degrades the average video quality (0.03 dB).

Finally, mobile devices have different computing capacities, and the

number of anchor points required differs across videos. To enable

real-time processing under device- and video-specific constraints,

the server offers multiple DNN options and produces cache profiles

corresponding to each option. The client then selects the combina-

tion that best suits its computational capacity.

We evaluate NEMO using a full system implementation using

the state-of-the-art commercial video codec, VP9 [28], and standard

Android video player, Exoplayer [14]. Our evaluation using two

commercial smartphones and a tablet on 30 Youtube videos shows

that NEMO improves the video processing throughput by x7.8-

x21.5, reduces energy consumption by 88.2%-89.4%, and maintains

device temperatures at a level that does not cause discomfort to

the user, compared to per-frame super-resolution. At the same

time, it limits the quality degradation to an average of 0.41 dB in

Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) compared to per-frame super-

resolution, providing an average gain of 0.99-6.34 dB compared to

traditional streaming. This delivers 20.1-49.9% QoE improvement

(31.2% on average) for mobile clients that use adaptive streaming.

NEMO’s source code is available at [23].

In summary, we make three key contributions:

• Neural video enhancement on mobile devices: To the best

of our knowledge, NEMO is the first to enable real-time video

super-resolution on commodity mobile devices.

• Cache framework for video super-resolution:Our video codec

integrates neural super-resolution and maximizes the benefit of

reusing super-resolution results, delivering a x11.5 speed-up com-

pared to per-frame super-resolution.

• Resource optimization for video super-resolution:

NEMO minimizes the overhead of video super-resolution by se-

lectively applying it to minimal number of anchor points that

deliver the largest overall quality improvement.

2 BACKGROUND

Adaptive streaming (e.g., DASH [22], HLS [6]) is capable of han-

dling unpredictable bandwidth variations. In adaptive streaming, a

server encodes a video at multiple bitrates and divides them into

fixed length chunks, typically of 2-10 seconds duration. A client

then uses an adaptive bitrate algorithm (ABR) to select a suitable

video quality based on its current network bandwidth. Many algo-

rithmic/systemic advances [43, 47, 55ś58, 62] have been made to

optimize bitrate and server selections. However, adaptive stream-

ing still suffers from a fundamental limitation in that video quality

heavily depends on the available network bandwidth.

Super-resolution recovers a high-resolution image from a lower-

resolution version. Recent advances in convolutional neural net-

works (CNN) have led to significant performance improvements

in super-resolution. A large body of work [37, 48, 51, 53, 63] has

been devoted to make super-resolution faster and more accurate.

Despite these efforts, it remains to be a computationally expensive

task; this motivates our work for enabling it on mobile devices in a

streaming context.

Content-aware neural adaptive streaming. NAS [61] applies

super-resolution on top of adaptive streaming. In NAS, a server

trains a content-aware super-resolution DNN for each video and

provides the DNN alongside the video. A client then uses integrated

ABR to determine whether to download the DNN for quality en-

hancement or a video chunk at a specific bitrate. After downloading

the DNN, the client runs it on own computing device to watch a

high-resolution video from a lower quality transmission. However,

mobile devices cannot benefit from NAS because it requires power-

ful desktop-class GPUs (see ğ3).

Video codecs (e.g., H.26x [17, 18], VPx [28]) perform compres-

sion by 1) partitioning a frame into non-overlapping blocks and

2) applying either inter- or intra-frame coding to each block. For

an inter-coded block, the codecs find the most similar reference

block in the previous frames and encodes the offsets of the selected

frame and block, which are called reference index and motion vec-

tor, respectively; the motion vector is commonly represented in

quarter-pixel granularity [12, 16]. Next, the difference in pixel val-

ues between the the reference and the target block, referred to as
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Figure 1: Motivating measurements on a recent smartphone
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Figure 2: Per-layer latency benchmark

residual, is encoded. Intra-coded blocks follow the same process,

except they select blocks within the same frame as reference. In this

study, we leverage the compressed video information to accelerate

video super-resolution.

3 MOTIVATION

To enable neural video enhancement in a streaming context, a client

must apply super-resolution DNNs to each frame at a real-time

throughput (i.e., 24-30 fps). However, super-resolution DNNs are

far too computationally expensive for real-time computation on a

mobile device. Furthermore, heavy computations directly impact

the rate of battery consumption and the surface temperature of

mobile devices, which greatly deteriorate user experiences [49].

To clearly illustrate these challenges, we measure the overhead of

running neural super-resolution on a recent smartphone (Xiaomi

Mi9 [31]) equipped with a Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 (Kryo 485

CPU, Adreno 640 GPU), one of the latest high-endmobile processors

released in March, 2019.

Motivating measurements. We played a 240p video [34] using

Google’s Exoplayer [14] and apply super-resolution frame-by-frame

on the mobile GPU to obtain a 960p video; here, we set the screen

brightness to maximum. We used three DNNs of varying quality

levels from NAS [61] (e.g., Low, Medium, High) whose computation

requirements differ by up to a factor of 28. We measured the video

processing throughput (i.e., frames per second), energy consump-

tion, and surface temperature of the device while streaming a video

for 40 continuous minutes and report their average.

Throughput & Quality. Figure 1(a) shows the plotting of video

quality gain of per-frame super-resolution against the average video

processing throughput. Super-resolution DNNs significantly im-

prove the quality between 1.9 dB (Low) and 3.5 dB (High) on aver-

age. However, per-frame super-resolution only achieves 5.7-10.6 fps,

falling widely short of real-time throughput. Further reducing the

DNN size would result in a minimal quality gain due to the steep

tradeoff between computation and quality.

Energy & Battery concerns. We measured the energy consump-

tion of the smartphone using the Monsoon High Voltage Power

Monitor [21].1 Figure 1(b) shows the average per-frame energy con-

sumption (bar graph) and the expected battery life for video play-

back (dotted line). The results show that running super-resolution

(SR) DNNs requires x5.9-x18.1 energy consumption compared to

video playback without DNN processing. As a result, the expected

battery life decreases from 11.7 hours to 0.6-2.0 hours.

Temperature. Per-frame DNN inference also causes large amounts

of heat dissipation, which rapidly increase the surface temperature

of the smartphone. Figure 1(c) shows the surface temperature of

the hottest point over time measured using the FLIR ONE ther-

mographic camera [13]. Figure 1(d) shows thermographic images

of the rear side of the smartphone before and after video stream-

ing using the higest-quality DNN. The results indicate that the

surface temperature quickly reaches 40.8°C and 43.9°C using the

medium-quality and the high-quality DNN, respectively. Recent

user experience studies [49, 52] indicate users feel discomfort at

temperatures above 33-35°C and even pain at around 42-45°C. We

observe that per-frame super-resolution can greatly damage user

experiences.

Summary. From our experiment, we conclude that a naive appli-

cation of super-resolution is impractical in the context of video

streaming. To make neural video super-resolution practical on mo-

bile phones, we must meet the real-time requirement while retain-

ing the quality gain and reduce the computation to limit energy

consumption and heat dissipation induced by super-resolution.

4 KEY DESIGN CHOICES

To overcome the limitations of per-frame super-resolution in ğ3,

NEMO applies a super-resolution DNN only to a subset of frames

and caches their outputs. We then reuse the outputs to up-scale

the remaining frames, exploiting the temporal redundancy across

frames. The goal is to amortize the computational overhead of

a super-resolution DNN across many frames. At the same time,

we want to provide a guarantee that the resulting video quality is

within a small margin compared to the quality that per-frame super-

resolution delivers. We ask ourselves a series of pivotal questions

that lead to the key design choices we make in achieving the goal.

4.1 What to Cache?

Key observations. A DNN consists of multiple layers, and each

layer delivers different levels of computation savings and quality

1Since recent smartphones are equipped with an integrated battery, we disassembled
our device and replaced its battery with the Monsoon power monitor. The photos of
our experiment setting are available at [23].
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Figure 3: Frame dependencies processed in a codec [9]

loss by caching. Prior studies [38, 45, 59] that focus on object classifi-

cation and detection cache the outputs of earlier convolution layers

(also called featuremaps) that contribute to themajority of computa-

tions for re-use. In contrast to object classification, super-resolution

DNNs enlarge feature maps to reconstruct a high-resolution im-

age and show drastically different computational characteristics.

Figure 2 shows the per-layer latency of a super-resolution DNN

(used in NAS [61]) measured using a recent smartphone [31]. It

shows most of the latency occurs at the last couple of layers (De-

conv1, Conv19). This means caching the outputs of intermediate

convolution layers (Conv1-Conv18) would be ineffective in reduc-

ing computation.

Approach. NEMO applies neural super-resolution only to a sub-

set of frames, referred to as anchor points. To make the most out

of caching, we cache the final output (i.e., the high-resolution im-

age). The remaining frames reuses the cached result to up-scale

their resolutions. To maximize the benefit of reuse, we carefully

transfer/reuse the pixels of cached frames using fine-grained frame

dependencies (ğ4.2) and select an optimized set of anchor points

that delivers the largest overall quality improvement (ğ4.3).

4.2 How to Reuse?

Key observations. To maximize the quality of frames up-scaled by

cached high-resolution frames, we need fine-grained dependencies

among frames to decide 1) which frame to reuse among previously

reconstructed cached frames and 2) how to transfer each pixel

of the cached frame to at which position within a target frame.

However, as computing fine-grained frame dependencies among

video frames is computationally expensive [39, 66, 67], running

them on resource-constrained mobile devices can largely diminish

the computation savings introduced by caching.

Fortunately, our key observation is that rich information about

frame dependencies are embedded in a compressed video and al-

ready processed when a video is decoded. Figure 3 illustrates how

frame dependency information within a codec is used to decode an

inter-coded block. First, the codec uses reference index to extract a

reference frame among previously decoded frames. Next, it applies

motion vector to a source block in the reference frame to transfer the

block to the target frame. Finally, it adds residual to the transferred

block, which accounts for the difference between the predicted and

original pixels.

Approach. To transfer the pixels of cached high-resolution frames

to other frames, we leverage frame dependencies processed inside

a video codec. To make this efficient, we develop an SR-integrated

codec (ğ5.1) that internally applies neural super-resolution to the an-

chor points and uses frame dependencies and cached high-resolution

frames to up-scale the remaining frames. In particular, it uses ref-

erence index and motion vector to transfer pixels of cached high-

resolution frames to other frames and residual to compensate for

the temporal difference during the transferal.
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Figure 4: Potential benefits of NEMO

To demonstrate the potential benefits of the integrated codec,

we measure the quality improvement in PSNR and the number

of multiply-accumulate operations (i.e., 𝑎 × 𝑏 + 𝑐); here, we apply

the high-quality DNN from NAS [61] to a 240p video [34]. Fig-

ure 4(a) shows the result for five frames for NEMO and per-frame

super-resolution. In NEMO, the first frame (i.e., anchor point) is pro-

cessed using a super-resolutionDNN, but the remaining non-anchor

frames use the cached results, whereas per-frame super-resolution

(SR) applies SR to every frame. We observe that both deliver similar

quality improvements of 4.07 to 4.97 dB, but NEMO’s caching cuts

down multiply-accumulate operations by 99.8% for non-anchor

frames (frames #2-#5) compared to per-frame SR. Using a recent

smartphone [31], we observe that a non-anchor frame is processed

very fast (≤15ms), while an anchor point consumes more than

150ms.

4.3 How to Guarantee Quality?

Key observations. We would like to ensure that the video quality

NEMO delivers is within a small margin (e.g., ≤ 0.5𝑑𝐵) compared to

that of per-frame super-resolution. However, the quality improve-

ment that each frame produces when selected as an anchor point

widely varies between frames and largely depends on frame depen-

dency and cache erosion. Thus, selecting an optimal set of anchor

points is crucial.

Frame dependency: Compressed video frames have complex depen-

dencies in the form of a directed acyclic graph. Figure 5(a) shows the

dependency graph for 15 frames within a video [34] encoded with

VP9; nodes and edges represent frames and dependencies, respec-

tively. Figure 5(b) shows the percentage and the average reference

count of each frame type. The VP9 codec has three special types of

frames that show high degrees of reference: 1) key frames (0.8%)

are the first frame of a group of picture (GOP); 2) alternative refer-

ence frames (6.8%) are non-visible frames solely used for improving

inter-predictions of other frames; and 3) golden frames (11.8%) are

frames that do not fall in to the two categories but are referenced

multiple times. The remaining frames, which account for 80.6%,

have no more than one dependent frame. Our key observation is

that using frames with a high degree of reference as anchor points

and reusing the result would deliver quality improvements to a

larger number of frames.

Cache erosion:When a frame is up-scaled using cached high-resolution

frames, quality degradation inevitably occurs. We refer to this as

cache erosion. The degree of cache erosion is content-dependent.

To better understand cache erosion, we measure it as the quality

degradation compared to per-frame super-resolution when reusing

cached results. For illustration, we use only key frames as anchor

points. Figure 5(c) illustrates the average cache erosion over each
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(GOP-sized) video chunk within a video [34], where GOP is set to

120. The result indicates that cache erosion greatly varies across

video chunks (between 0 to 2.19 dB in PSNR) due to varying levels of

temporal redundancy. Figure 5(d) shows the frame-by-frame cache

erosion of the 10th GOP in which scene changes frequently occur.

The first frame is a key frame that is up-scaled using neural super-

resolution, and the rest are up-scaled using cached high-resolution

frames. As we move along the frames, erosion accumulates fast

and soon reaches ∼3 dB in PSNR at frame #25, largely negating

the benefit of super-resolution. This indicates that selecting only

key frames as anchor points does not ensure high quality and that

anchor points must be carefully chosen to provide a guarantee on

the resulting video quality.

Approach. NEMO aims to select an optimized set of anchor points

tailored to each video that guarantees the quality loss is within a

specified margin. For this, we design an efficient algorithm (ğ5.2)

that estimates the resulting quality by a set of anchor points consid-

ering the impact of frame dependency and cache erosion in linear

time (𝑂 ( |𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 |)). The algorithm allows us to choose a small num-

ber of anchor points while guaranteeing the quality.

Figure 4(b) shows the fraction of frames that are anchor frames

within a video for NEMO and for a naive approach which randomly

selects anchor points until the quality difference compared to per-

frame super-resolution falls within {0.25, 0.5, 0.1}dB. NEMO reduces

the number of anchor points by 33% to 85% compared to the random

policy while providing the same quality level.

5 SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 6 illustrates an overview of NEMO divided into offline and

online phases.

Offline preparation. When a video is uploaded, a media server

transcodes the video into multiple-bitrate versions and trains super-

resolution DNNs using these videos as with content-aware adaptive

streaming [61]. The server then selects a minimal set of anchor

points that provides a guarantee that the average quality is within

a specified margin from that of per-frame super-resolution (ğ5.2).

The quality margin is a configurable parameter. However, each

video requires a different number of anchor points, and each mobile

device/processor also has different computing capacities. To support
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Figure 7: SR-integrated codec overview

real-time processing under these constraints, the server provides

multiple performance options by providing DNNs of different size

and quality. The server specifies each DNN and its corresponding

cache profile in the manifest file along with a list of supported

devices (ğ5.3).

Online video streaming. At the beginning of video streaming, a

client’s video player downloads a manifest file, as with standard

adaptive streaming. NEMO’s manifest file, however, also includes a

set of available DNNs and their cache profiles. The client chooses a

DNN and a cache profile based on its mobile processor type. It then

downloads the cache profile, whose average size is around 0.3 KB

per minute of video (i.e., one bit per frame). Next, as in content-

aware adaptive streaming [61], the client runs integrated ABR to

stream the selected DNN and the video simultaneously. The video

player keeps the video chunk on the playback buffer and initializes

the SR-integrated codec with the cache profile and the DNN. The

codec then either applies the DNN or uses cached high-resolution

frames to up-scale a frame by referring to the cache profile (ğ5.1).

Finally, super-resoluted frames are rendered by the video player.

5.1 SR-Integrated Codec

Goal & Challenge. As compressed videos contain rich informa-

tion about frame dependencies (ğ4.2), we aim to leverage this codec

information to transfer super-resolution outputs over successive

frames. However, typical codec implementations [17, 18, 28] pro-

vide limited decoding APIs that take a compressed frame and only

return a decoded frame (raw pixel values) without any additional

information.

Moreover, recent codecs (e.g., VP8/9 [28], AV1 [8]) have special

frames, called alternative-reference frames, which are solely pro-

cessed inside the codec to improve inter-prediction. These frames

commonly have a high degree of reference (ğ4.3) and deliver large

benefits as anchor points. Unfortunately, existing APIs do not allow

access to these frames.

Approach. To leverage internal codec information, we develop

an SR-integrated codec that incorporates both a cache mechanism

and a super-resolution mechanism into an existing codec [28]. Fig-

ure 7 shows an overview of the SR-integrated codec that utilizes a

cache profile and a deep neural network (DNN) for super-resolution.

When a compressed frame is passed to the codec, it first checks
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Figure 8: Reusing cached high-resolution frames [9]

(𝑄−1,𝑇−1: Inverse-quantization, -transform)

whether the frame is an anchor point or not by referring to the

cache profile. If the frame is an anchor point, the codec up-scales it

using the super-resolution DNN and caches the output. Otherwise,

the codec uses frame dependency information and cached outputs

to up-scale the current frame, which is also cached for later use.

The SR-integrated codec abstracts both neural and cache-based

super-resolution and provides the same decoding API to that of the

existing video codecs:

decode(compressed frame) → super-resoluted frame

Developers do not need to understand the internal mechanisms,

enabling the codec to be easily deployed to applications with mini-

mal development effort. We modify 302 lines of code to deploy our

new codec on Android standard video player [14] (see Table 1).

Up-scaling using cached frames. We now explain how the SR-

integrated codec up-scales non-anchor frames. A VP9 frame con-

sists of non-overlapping blocks of inter-coded blocks or intra-coded

blocks and is decoded on a per-block basis (ğ2).

Inter-coded blocks: Figure 8 illustrates the process of reusing cached

high-resolution frames for inter-coded blocks. Inter-coded blocks

contain reference indexes, motion vectors, and residual blocks. First,

the codec uses a reference index to select a (high-resolution) ref-

erence among previously reconstructed frames in cache. Next, the

codec scales the motion vector. For example, when it up-scales a

frame from 240p to 960p, the motion vector is multiplied by 4. Mo-

tion compensation is applied to account for quarter-pixel motion.

Using the motion vector, the codec transfers the target block from

the reference frame to the current frame. Finally, the codec decodes

and up-scales the residual block using lightweight bilinear inter-

polation and accumulates it to the transferred block to output a

high-resolution block. To accelerate this, we apply a suite of NEON

vectorized instructions [7] available on mobile CPUs. However,

since bilinear up-sampling results in loss of high-frequency com-

ponents, cache erosion is inevitably produced. In ğ5.2, we present

an algorithm that effectively controls cache erosion by judiciously

distributing anchor points.

Intra-coded blocks: Intra-coded blocks are predicted using nearby

pixels within the same frame. This leads to the challenge when there

is no reusable data in cache. Thus, we can use either bilinear inter-

polation or a super-resolution DNN. Fortunately, we observe that

intra-coded blocks are mostly located at key frames or alternative-

reference frames, which are frequently selected as anchor points

due to their high degrees of reference (see ğ5.2).

Cache management. To insert/evict the super-resoluted frames

to/from cache, we extend the reference frame buffer featured in VP9.

It contains up to seven decoded frames in memory, and evicts a

frame when the reference count over successive frames becomes

Algorithm 1 Anchor Point Selection

1: function Get-Anchor-Point-Set(Chunk, DNN, 𝑉𝑄𝑇 )

2: {FQ} = [], {AP’} = [], VQ = 0

3: {F}← Get-Frame-From-Video(Chunk)

4: for f in {F} do

5: {FQ} += Run-SR-Codec(Chunk, DNN, f)

6: while VQ(DNN({F})) - VQ > 𝑉𝑄𝑇 do

7: AP← Select-New-Anchor({F}, {AP’}, {FQ})

8: {AP’} += AP

9: VQ← Run-SR-Codec(Chunk, DNN, {AP’})

10: return {AP’}

• Get-Frame-From-Video: Return all frames of a chunk.

• Run-SR-Codec: Apply a DNN to an anchor point set (f,

{AP’}), and return the resulting quality.

• Select-New-Anchor: Use Equation 2 to select the anchor

point that results in the highest video quality.

zero. We extend each element of the buffer to contain a super-

resoluted version of the original frame and apply the same eviction

policy to both types of frames.

5.2 Anchor Point Selection

Goal & Challenge. We present the design of the anchor point

selector whose goal is to select a minimal number of anchor points

that guarantees the average quality is within a given threshold

compared to that of per-frame super-resolution. The optimization

goal can be formulated as:

min
{𝐴𝑃 }

|{𝐴𝑃}| 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 {𝐴𝑃} ⊂ {𝐹 }

𝑠 .𝑡 . 𝑉𝑄 (𝐷𝑁𝑁 ({𝐹 })) −𝑉𝑄 (𝐷𝑁𝑁 ({𝐴𝑃})) ≤ 𝑉𝑄𝑇

where 𝑉𝑄 (𝐷𝑁𝑁 (·)) is the video quality enhanced by a super-

resolution DNN; {𝐹 } is the set of all frames; {𝐴𝑃} is the set of

anchor points; and 𝑉𝑄𝑇 is the target threshold of quality degrada-

tion. Obtaining the quality of an anchor set requires running the

actual SR-integrated codec and the search space is on the order of

2 |𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 | . Thus, exhaustive search to find the minimal anchor point

set that satisfies the quality margin is computationally infeasible.

Quality estimation. To avoid actual quality measurements over

all possible anchor point sets, we use approximate quality estima-

tion. Generally speaking, the quality of a non-anchor frame can

be affected by multiple distinct anchor points. However, when an-

chor point placements are sparse, the quality improvement of a

non-anchor frame is mostly determined by the most impactful an-

chor point. For example, when 5-20 anchor points are uniformly

distributed for each GOP of 120 frames [34], the quality gain at-

tributed to the single most impactful anchor point accounts for

77.8%.

Based on this observation, we approximate the quality gain of

a frame that uses a set of anchor points by the maximum quality

gain of using a single anchor point in the set:

𝐹𝑄 (𝑖 |𝐷𝑁𝑁 ({𝐴𝑃})) ≈ max
𝑓 ∈{𝐴𝑃 }

𝐹𝑄 (𝑖 |𝐷𝑁𝑁 (𝑓 ))

where 𝐹𝑄 (𝑖 |𝐷𝑁𝑁 (·)) is i-th frame quality enhanced by a super-

resolution DNN; 𝐷𝑁𝑁 (𝑓 ) represents applying a super-resolution
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DNN to a single frame. Next, by averaging each approximated frame

quality, we can estimate the video quality as:

𝑉𝑄 (𝐷𝑁𝑁 ({𝐴𝑃}) ≈

|𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 |∑
𝑖=0

max
𝑓 ∈{𝐴𝑃 }

𝐹𝑄 (𝑖 |𝐷𝑁𝑁 (𝑓 ))

|𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 |
(1)

where |𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 | is the total number of frames within a video. Equa-

tion 1 is able to estimate the quality gain of any arbitrary set of

anchor points based on the quality measurements of all possible

sets of anchor points of size one, reducing the search space of an-

chor point sets to |𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 |. We find our quality estimation produces

an average error of 0.11 dB in PSNR for our dataset in ğ7.

Greedy anchor point selection. Next, we use the quality estima-

tion to iteratively select the most effective anchor point, until the

resulting video quality difference from per-frame super-resolution

falls within the threshold. NEMO uses Algorithm 1 to process each

chunk as follows.

The algorithm first measures the quality enhanced by all possible

anchor point sets whose size is one (i.e., 𝐹𝑄 (·|𝐷𝑁𝑁 (𝑓 ))). This is

done by running the SR-integrated codec with a single anchor point

(line 5). Based on this, it iteratively selects anchor points until the

quality requirement is satisfied. For each iteration, it adds a new

anchor point that results in the highest video quality using the

estimation of Equation 1 (line 7) in the following way:

max
𝐴𝑃 ∈{𝐹 }

𝑉𝑄 (𝐷𝑁𝑁 (𝐴𝑃 ∪ {𝐴𝑃 ′}))

≈ max
𝐴𝑃 ∈{𝐹 }

©«
|𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 |∑
𝑖=0

max
𝑓 ∈{𝐴𝑃∪{𝐴𝑃 ′ }}

𝐹𝑄 (𝑖 |𝐷𝑁𝑁 (𝑓 ))

|𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 |

ª®¬
(2)

where {𝐴𝑃 ′} is the previously selected anchor points; {𝐹 } is the

set of all frames. Since 𝐹𝑄 (·|𝐷𝑁𝑁 (𝑓 )) is already measured in the

first step, the equation has linear complexity and can be quickly

calculated over each chunk, which consists of around 120 frames.

Next, the algorithm measures the video quality enhanced by

NEMO given the current set of anchor points (line 9) compared

to that of per-frame super-resolution. Finally, when the quality

difference falls within the given threshold (i.e, 𝑉𝑄𝑇 ), it records the

anchor points into a cache profile, in which 1 bit per frame is used

to describe whether a frame is anchor frame or not (line 6); this

amounts to about 0.3 KB per minute of video. In this study, we use

𝑉𝑄𝑇 = 0.5, guaranteeing that the quality degradation is under 0.5

dB in PSNR unless otherwise noted.

The algorithm adapts to the video’s inherent characteristics dis-

cussed in ğ4.3. First, it is likely to select frames as anchor points

with higher degree of reference because such frames deliver larger

impact on quality as represented by the inner max selection (𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑓 ).

Next, for videos that exhibit lower temporal redundancy, it selects

more anchor points to satisfy the quality margin by compensating

for the rapid cache erosion.

Illustrative example. Figure 9 illustrates the anchor point selec-

tion process from an example drawn from our dataset. For each itera-

tion, the algorithm uses the quality measurements (𝑉𝑄 (𝐷𝑁𝑁 (𝑓𝑖 )))

to calculate Equation 2 for selecting an anchor point that gives the

best quality. In the first iteration, it selects frame #46 (alternative

reference frame) as an anchor point. Next, frames #0 (key frame)

and #31 (alternative reference frame) are added in iterations 2 and 3
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Figure 9: Case study: Anchor point selection

respectively. The process takes 59.6 seconds to complete on a single

machine, but can be trivially parallelized.

We compare our result with that of an exhaustive search. Fig-

ure 9(b) shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the

quality difference from per-frame SR over all possible anchor point

sets of size 3. Computing
(128
3

)
such cases takes 13.2 hours. However,

99.996 % of them fail to meet the quality requirement (0.5 dB), and

the PSNR difference between the optimal and NEMO’s profile is

0.011 dB, demonstrating the effectiveness of the algorithm.

5.3 Adapting to Devices and Contents

Problem & Goal. To support online video streaming, video super-

resolution must be processed at real-time (i.e., 30 fps). However,

Algorithm 1 selects a different number of anchor points for each

chunk to bound the quality loss within a given threshold. On top

of this, mobile devices are heterogeneous with widely varying

computing capacities. For example, an entry-level mobile GPU

(Qualcomm Adreno 512) has x4.8 less computing capacity that that

of a high-end one (Qualcomm Adreno 640).

Providing multiple options. To enable real-time processing un-

der these device- and video-specific constraints, we provide multi-

ple performance options at the server side. For each performance

option, we use a separate DNN with varying quality and comput-

ing requirement: ‘Low’, ‘Medium’, ‘High’; the sizes of DNNs range

from 118 KB to 1085 KB, and their layer and channel configurations

are available at [23]. We then run Algorithm 1 to produce a cache

profile for each DNN.

Providing guidelines for mobile devices. Each mobile device

should select one of the given options that best suits its computing

capacity. For this, NEMO’s service provider provides a guideline

in selecting performance options for mobile devices by utilizing

measurements from a device pool. The device pool is set up to

test-run multiple options for each mobile processor type (e.g., Qual-

comm Snapdragon 845, 855, and 865); alternatively, mobile testing

environments provided by cloud services can be used (e.g., Amazon

device farm [5]).

Every processor needs to find the right option for each video.

However, testing every option for each video is not a scalable ap-

proach as there are a large number of videos. Instead, each device

runs an option for a sample video once to obtain the latency of

processing an anchor point and a non-anchor frame for the device.

Using these results, we can estimate the overall processing latencies

of other videos using various options by the following equation:

𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = |𝐴𝑃 | ×𝑇 (𝐴𝑃) + |𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑒_𝐴𝑃 | ×𝑇 (𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑒_𝐴𝑃)
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Component Lines of Code (LoC) Changed

SR-integraded codec 303K lines of C/C++ 2.04% (6182)

Video player 132K lines of Java/C++ 0.23% (302)

Anchor point selector 1758 lines of Python - (1758)

DNN trainer 1163 lines of Python - (1163)

Table 1: NEMO implementation (Lines of Code)
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Figure 10: Super-resolution DNN architecture

where |𝐴𝑃 |, |𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑒_𝐴𝑃 |, 𝑇 (𝐴𝑃), and 𝑇 (𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑒_𝐴𝑃) represent the

number of anchor points, the number of non-anchor frames, latency

of an anchor point, latency of a non-anchor frame, respectively,

within a video. In particular, we iterate this estimation over each

video chunk. For each mobile processor, an option that delivers the

highest quality while meeting the real-time constraint is selected.

The manifest file contains this information to guide mobile devices

of their selections. Note, this is done offline and incurs onetime cost

for each pair of processor type and DNN quality option.

Setting the quality threshold. In Algorithm 1, there is a conflict

between setting a quality threshold and guaranteeing the real-time

processing. As temporal localities widely vary across chunks, a low

quality threshold (e.g., 0.5 dB) may cause a few chunks to have a

disproportionately high number of anchor points, which cannot run

in real-time. For Youtube videos, as content creators often use nu-

merous editing techniques (e.g. scene transitions, fast forwards, and

scene cuts) to make videos more compact, a small number of outlier

chunks have extremely low temporal redundancy. Alternatively,

a quality threshold can be set conservatively to achieve real-time

processing even for the chunk with the smallest amount of tempo-

ral redundancy. However, this approach degrades the qualities of

all the other chunks.

Instead, to achieve both real-time processing and high-quality,

we set a lower quality margin of 0.5 dB but upper-bound the number

of anchor points for the outliers: 8 for ‘Low’, 16 for ‘Medium’ and

‘High’, where GOP is set to 120; we set the tighter upper bound

for the ‘Low’ option to support entry-level smartphones. For our

Youtube dataset in ğ7, we observe that there are only a few out-

liers (9.6 %) and that applying the upper bound to them minimally

degrades the video quality (0.03 dB on average).

Energy profiles.We realize that some users could be more battery-

conscious than others. To accommodate diverse user preferences,

the service provider can offer multiple battery-performance options

using multiple different quality thresholds (𝑉𝑄𝑇 ). This also allows

users to dynamically adjust the tradeoff between quality and energy

consumption depending on the battery level.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

We implement NEMO by extending libvpx [15] and ExoPlayer [14].

Table 1 shows the lines of code (LoC) modified.

SR-integrated codec.We extend libvpx (version 1.7.0) [15], which

is a reference software implementation of VP8/9. For DNN infer-

ence on mobiles, we use Qualcomm Snapdragon Neural Processing

Engine (SNPE) SDK (version 1.40) [25], which provides hardware-

accelerated DNN operations for Qualcomm system-on-chips (SoCs).

Among three heterogeneous processors (CPU, GPU, NPU) inside the

SoC, we execute the DNN on the mobile GPU with half-precision

mode (float 16). This is because the CPU is far too slow to support

real-time processing and the NPU only provides the quantized inte-

ger mode (8-bit) that greatly degrades the quality. Next, to obtain a

super-resoluted frame, we convert a decoded YUV420p frame into

a RGB888 version, apply a SR DNN to it, and convert the super-

resoluted frame back to the original format. We apply the color

space conversions because the DNN requires each channel of an

input image to have the same shape (e.g., [width, height, #channel]),

but in the YUV420p format, the U, V components are four times

smaller than the Y component. In addition, we optimize the color

space conversions using NEON vectorized instructions [7] available

on mobile CPUs.

VideoPlayer.Wemodify Exoplayer VP9 extension (version 2.9.6) [14]

in two ways. First, we make the player to use the SR-integrated

codec instead of the default libvpx codec. In addition, the new codec

APIs are called to initialize a cache profile and a DNN. Next, we set

the maximum buffer size to 60 to ensure smooth rendering. Inside

the player, the buffer is shared by the decoding and the rendering

thread, which run asynchronously. With the increased buffer size,

the latency of an anchor point is sufficiently absorbed by frame

buffering (or amortized over successive non-anchor frames.)

Super-resolution DNN. We adopt the DNN architecture and the

training methods of NAS [61] but modify the architecture in two

ways to reduce the computing/memory usage. As illustrated in

Figure 10, the DNN is composed of convolution layers with residual

connections followed by a upsampling layer. In NEMO, we substi-

tute sub-pixel convolution with deconvolution because the former

causes an out-of-memory error on mobile GPUs. Next, we remove

the last convolution layer of the NAS DNN, because it causes large

latency on mobile devices but minimally contributes to the output

quality.

7 EVALUATION

We evaluate NEMO by answering three questions:

• Does NEMO enable real-time super-resolution on heterogeneous

mobile devices in an energy-efficient and temperature-friendly

manner?

• Does NEMO improve the QoE of adaptive streaming for mobile

users?

• How does each component of NEMO contribute to the overall

performance?

Mobile Devices. We use three local devices we purchased and

four remote devices from Amazon device farm [5]. For local de-

vices, we use an entry-level smartphone (Xiaomi Redmi Note7),

a high-end smartphone (Xiaomi Mi9), and a tablet (LG GPad 5)

for our experiments. Table 2 presents their specifications. We use

Xiaomi Mi9 as the default device unless otherwise noted. We use

the Monsoon High Voltage Power Monitor [21] for measuring the

energy consumption, and the FLIR ONE thermographic camera [13]

for measuring the surface temperature. During all measurements,

we set the screen brightness to its maximum.
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Model name Processor Release DNN NEMO

Local mobile devices

Xiaomi Note7 SDM 660 Jan., 2019 Low 55.1fps (x9.6)

Xiaomi Mi9 SDM 855 Mar., 2019 High 64.5fps (x10.9)

LG GPad5 SDM 821 Mar., 2019 Med. 48.4fps (x11.9)

Amazon device farm

Samsung A70 SDM 675 Mar., 2019 Low 71.8fps (x13.6)

Samsung Note8 SDM 835 Sep., 2017 Med. 61.2ps (x11.1)

Samsung S6 Tab SDM 855 July., 2019 High 74.4fps (x10.5)

Samsung S10+ SDM 855 Mar., 2019 High 70.3fps (x10.6)

Table 2: Benchmark on multiple mobiles

(SDM: Qualcomm Snapdragon Mobile)

Video dataset. We use 4K videos from the top ten popular cat-

egories [20] on YouTube: ‘Product review’ (C1), ‘How-to’ (C2),

‘Vlogs’ (C3), ‘Game play’ (C4), ‘Skit’ (C5), ‘Haul’ (C6), ‘Challenges’

(C7), ‘Favorite’ (C8), ‘Education’ (C9), ‘Unboxing’ (C10). From each

category, we select three videos among the top ten most viewed con-

tent that supports 4K at 30fps and are at least 5 minutes long [23].

For diversity, we select all three videos from distinct creators. For

adaptive streaming, we transcode them into multiple bitrate ver-

sions using the VP9 codec as per Wowza’s recommendation [30]:

{512, 1024, 1600, 2640, 4400}kbps at {240, 360, 480, 720, 1080}p res-

olutions. The GOP size is 120 (4 sec). We use raw 1080p videos as

reference for measuring PSNR. Unless noted otherwise, our evalua-

tion uses the first five minutes of each video.

Baseline.We compare NEMO with the two baseline approaches:

1) Per-frame DNN applies a super-resolution DNN in a per-frame

basis, and 2) No DNN applies bilinear up-sampling instead of super-

resolution. We use three different quality DNNs (‘Low’, ‘Medium’,

‘High’) whose full specifications and device matchings are available

at [23]. Like in NAS [61], our clients apply DNNs to up-scale {240,

360, 480}p videos to 1080p.

7.1 SR-Integrated Codec and Player

We use four metrics to evaluate NEMO: 1) video processing through-

put (i.e., frames per second), 2) resulting video quality, 3) energy

consumption, and 4) device temperature.

Throughput improvement. Figure 11 shows the average video

processing throughput with NEMO for upscaling 240p to 1080p on

Xiaomi Mi9. NEMO selects different quality DNNs depending on

the content (ğ5.3), as labeled below the x-axis (H: High, M: Medium).

The error bars show the standard deviation. NEMO significantly im-

proves the processing throughput by x11.5 on average compared to

per-frame super-resolution. NEMO achieves 45.1-120.2 fps, whereas

all versions of per-frame DNNs violate the real-time constraint.
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This is because NEMO selects a small fraction of frames as anchor

points as shown in Figure 13 which shows the CDF of the fraction of

frames that are anchor points within each video in our dataset. The

fraction of anchor points ranges between 1.79% and 9.74%, resulting

in throughput differences. For example, C6 ‘Haul’ gives 52.8 fps,

whereas C8 ‘Favorite’ results in 106.6 fps.

Table 2 shows the throughput on seven different mobile devices.

We use the ‘Education’ video [33] which shows median quality

gain amongst the video contents. The table shows NEMO consis-

tently achieves real-time throughput and delivers large throughput

improvement (x9.6-x13.6) on heterogeneous devices due to qual-

ity adaptation (ğ5.3). Figure 14 shows the per-frame latency. With

NEMO, only the anchor points show large processing latencies,

while non-anchor frames are processed very fast, demonstrating

significant savings in computation.

Quality. Figure 12 shows the video quality improvement in PSNR

compared to the original video, where PSNR is measured using the

YUV420p color space. The absolute PSNR of NEMO (not shown

in figure) ranges from 30.24 to 44.31 dB. NEMO consistently de-

livers large quality improvements (0.99-6.35 dB). NEMO’s average

difference in quality compared to its per-frame SR counterparts is

between 0.04 dB and 0.54 dB (0.41 dB on average). NEMO delivers

better quality improvements than ‘Per-frame Medium’ and/or ‘Per-

frame Low’; e.g., for ‘Unboxing’ (C10), it outperforms the low- and

the medium-quality baseline by 1.62 dB and 0.28 dB, respectively.

Energy efficiency. Figures 15 (a) and (b) show the average per-

frame energy consumption and the expected battery life of an entry-

level smartphone, a high-end smartphone, and a tablet for the ‘Edu-

cation’ video [33]. NEMO uses ‘Low’, ‘Medium’, and ‘High’ quality

DNNs for the entry-level smartphone and high-end smartphone,

and tablet, respectively. Compared to per-frame super-resolution,

NEMO drastically reduces the energy consumption by 88.3% for

the entry-level, 88.2% for the high-end, and 89.4% for the tablet. The

expected battery life of NEMO increases by 5.2-6.9 hours. However,

compared to traditional video streaming without DNN inference,

NEMO still consumes 47.9-74.6% more energy.

Trade-off between power consumption and quality. NEMO

allows users to adjust the trade-off by switching cache profiles with
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different quality thresholds. Figure 15(c) shows the trade-off with

different thresholds for the ‘Education’ video [33]. Compared to the

default threshold setting (i.e., 0.5 dB), the power consumption is re-

duced by 7.0-25.5 %when the quality is sacrificed by 0.2-0.6 dB. Even

with a threshold of 2.0 dB, NEMO delivers a quality improvement

of 1.6 dB.

Heat dissipation. Figure 16(a) shows thermographic images of

the high-end phone after processing 10,000 frames using NEMO

and using the ‘Per-frame High’, which clearly illustrates the benefit

of NEMO. Figures 16 (b), (c) and (d) show the changes in surface

temperatures of the hottest point of an entry-level smartphone, a

high-end smartphone, and a tablet, respectively, while processing

10,000 frames of a video. The dotted horizontal line is drawn at 35°C,

the temperature at which users start to feel discomfort [49, 52].

While per-frame super-resolution resulted in rapid increases in

temperature, crossing the 35°C threshold across all devices, NEMO

remains below the threshold. For the high-end smartphone, ‘Per-

frame High’ even exceeds 40°C, where users can feel pain due to

the excess amount of heat.

7.2 NEMO vs. Existing Video Delivery

QoE improvement.NEMOenables real-time video super-resolution

onmobile devices and thus improves the quality of experience (QoE)

of mobile streaming clients. To quantify this, we use real 3G and

broadband network traces used in Pensieve [56]. We then filter out

the traces whose average bandwidth is higher then 4.4Mbps to

avoid cases where adaptive streaming does not deliver any bene-

fits. The average bandwidth of the network traces is 1.3Mbps. To

run adaptive streaming on the given traces, we extend Pensieve’s

simulator to implement integrated ABR used in NAS [61] that si-

multaneously streams a DNN and a video. We use the standard

QoE metric, used in prior studies [56, 61, 62], that consists of 1) the

selected bitrate of each chunk, 2) rebuffering time, and 3) the qual-

ity difference between successive chunks. To account for quality

improvement due to super-resolution, we create an inverse map-

ping function from quality to bitrate and obtain the bitrate that

corresponds to the enhanced quality as in NAS [61].

Figure 17 shows the average QoE across the ten content cate-

gories. As a baseline, we run adaptive streaming using the Pensieve

ABR algorithm without applying super-resolution. NEMO consis-

tently outperforms Pensieve for all devices; on average, it delivers

28.7% better QoE for the entry-level, 35.7% for the high-end, and

29.2% for the tablet across all videos. The QoE improvement of

NEMO varies between videos, ranging from 20.1% (C5: Skit) to

49.9% (C8: Favorite) because the super resolution gain is video de-

pendent. Pensieve does not show variability across videos because

they do not use super-resolution.

Bandwidth savings. Instead of improving QoE, NEMO can reduce

the mobile bandwidth usage while delivering the same QoE. To

measure the bandwidth savings, we decrease the bandwidth used

by NEMO until NEMO’s QoE matches that of Pensieve. On aver-

age, NEMO reduces the bandwidth usage by 18.3%, 22.1%, 19.2 %

for the entry-level and the high-end smartphone, and the tablet,

respectively.

Cost at the server side. We now provide a rough estimate of the

server-side cost. Note, the server-side component is not optimized

for efficiency, thus the number we provide serves as an upper-

bound estimate. First, NEMO trains multiple quality DNNs for each

video. The total training time per minute of video is 21.2 minutes

on average. Using a Google cloud instance with 12 vCPUs, NVIDIA

V100 GPUs, and a 16GB RAM, the cost came out to be $0.75 per

minute of video. Next, producing cache profiles costs $0.59 per
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Figure 21: Analysis on SR-integrated codec

minute of video. Finally, NEMO tests multiple performance options

on each mobile. Using the Amazon device farm [5] for this costs

$0.4 per minute per device.

7.3 Component-wise Analysis

Anchor point selection. NEMO iteratively selects the most ef-

fective anchor points and thus minimizes the number of anchor

points that meets the quality requirement. To demonstrate this,

we compare NEMO with two baselines: 1) Uniform that selects

uniformly-spaced anchor points 2) Random that selects randomly-

spaced anchor points. Figure 18(a) shows the CDF of the average

fraction of frames that are anchor points for the threshold of 0.5 dB.

Here, we do not limit the number of anchor points, as we do for

NEMO in ğ5.3, for a fair comparison. NEMO significantly reduces

the number of anchor points by 68.5% and 70.5% on average com-

pared to Uniform and Random, respectively.

Placing multiple anchor points strategically within each chunk

benefits quality. Figure 18(b) shows the CDF of a quality gain. The

quality gain of NEMO is within 0.5 dB of per-frame SR. However,

compared to an approach that selects only key frames as anchor

frames, NEMO delivers 0.3-3.25 dB improved quality. Note, a prior

study, FAST [64], proposes this approach. The results demonstrate

that the careful selection of anchor points is crucial in guaranteeing

the video quality.

Under-the-hood.We now show the characteristics of frames se-

lected as anchor points. Figure 19(a) shows the average reference

count of anchor frames and Figure 19(b) shows their makeup bro-

ken down into VP9 frame types. We use the ‘Education’ video [33]

as an example. There are three key takeaways: 1) NEMO’s anchor

points have x2.7 and x3.5 higher reference counts compared to the

uniform and random baseline, respectively; 2) while the majority

of anchor points (67-72%) in the baselines are normal frames, alter-

native reference frames and key frames in NEMO make up 97% of

anchor frames; and 3) this indicates frame types and dependencies

have a strong correlation with the impact of anchor points.

Finally, we demonstrate that NEMO effectively manages cache

erosion. Figures 20 (a) and (b) show the per-chunk and the per-frame

cache erosion of a GOP, respectively. The baselines use the same

number of anchor points as in NEMO. NEMO bounds the average

cache erosion of each chunk within 0.5 dB, whereas other baselines

show larger cache erosion. The uniform and random baseline are

0.52 dB, 0.94 dB worse than NEMO on average, respectively.

Non-anchor frame processing. The SR-integrated codec lever-

ages motion vectors and residuals to reuse cached high-resolution

frames for up-scaling a non-anchor frame. We quantify how each

contributes to the resulting quality by excluding them one at a time

in Figure 21(a). The result indicates that excluding any information

greatly degrades the quality by 1.6 dB (without residual) and 9.9 dB

(without motion vector) in PSNR. Finally, Figure 21(b) shows the

breakdown of latency in processing non-anchor frames, where we

use use 1, 2, 2 threads for 240p, 360p, 480p videos, respectively.

Decoding a frame takes between 3.4 to 7.2ms and NEMO adds be-

tween 5.8 to 8.3ms of latency depending on the resolution, enabling

real-time processing.

8 DISCUSSION

Supporting various codecs. NEMO is built upon the software

VP9 codec (libvpx). In practice, there are several video codecs be-

side VP9 (e.g., H.26x [17, 18], VVC [27], AV1 [8]). They differ in

low-level compression algorithms (e.g., the size of block, the number

of reference frame, the method of motion compensation, and so on)

and provide different levels of compression efficiency. Despite the

differences, they commonly encode reference index, motion vector,

and residual into a compressed video, which are essential infor-

mation to transfer neural super-resolution outputs to non-anchor

frames. Thus, while we only use VP9 to validate NEMO’s design,

we believe the design of SR-integrated codec is generic enough to

accommodate different types of codecs.

Handling resource contention at mobile. When selecting an-

chor points for each video, NEMO assumes a mobile GPU is solely
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used for the NEMO player. However, if multiple applications share

the GPU resource, the processing throughput of the DNN can de-

crease, and thus NEMO may fail to process super-resolution (SR) at

real-time. To handle this, several methods can be jointly or individ-

ually applied to dynamically adjust the processing throughput at

run-time. First, NEMO can skip neural-SR for some anchor points

to meet the real-time constraint. Unless they are key frames, cached

high-resolution frames can be reused for quality enhancement. Next,

as in prior work [41, 61], a SR DNN can be designed to by-pass its

partial layers/filters to adapt its computing complexity to available

resource budget. Lastly, multiple DNNs with varying qualities can

be dynamically switched at the runtime. For future work, we will

investigate an optimal approach for handling resource contention.

Supporting 4K video streaming. To support real-time neural-

enhanced video streaming, the latencies of anchor points must be

amortized by successive non-anchor frames. But, as we target for

higher resolutions, the latencies of non-anchor frames also increase

and limits real-time processing. For example, for up-scaling 480p

video to 2160p (i.e., 4k), a non-anchor frame takes an average of 28.1,

23.9, 17.9ms for an entry-level smartphone [32], a tablet [19], and

a high-end smartphone [31], respectively. As a result, we observe

that NEMO cannot support 4K on the entry-level smartphone and

the tablet (i.e., cannot amortize the latencies of anchor points), and

can only process the ‘Low‘ quality DNN on the high-end smart-

phone. Currently, NEMO processes non-anchor frames using mo-

bile CPUs, we believe it can be further accelerated by leveraging

mobile GPUs/DSPs, which we leave as future work.

9 RELATED WORK

CachingDNN intermediate results.DeepCache [59], DeepMon [45]

and CBinfer [38] apply caching and reuse outputs of earlier convolu-

tion layers. The key observation is that the early few convolutional

layers contribute the largest amount of computation and latency

within object classification DNNs. In contrast, super-resolution

DNNs enlarge the intermediate outputs as the layers progress in

order to recover a high-resolution image. Thus, the majority of

computations occur at the last few layers (see ğ4.1). Based on this

observation, NEMO caches the outputted high-resolution frame in-

stead of the intermediate outputs. In reusing the cached outputs, the

prior studies match the image blocks only between two consecutive

frames. In contrast, NEMO utilizes fine-grained frame dependen-

cies among all frames which have higher (quarter-pixel) precision.

This information is embedded in a compressed video.

Accelerating super-resolution (SR) DNNs. Recent mobile de-

vices provide a multitude of heterogeneous processors, such as

CPUs, GPUs andDSPs. Inspired by this, MobiSR [54] simultaneously

utilizes multiple processors to accelerate image super-resolution

on mobile. However, MobiSR does not measure or consider energy

consumption and uses CPUs that are less energy-efficient compared

to GPUs/DSPs in DNN computations [24]. In contrast, NEMO re-

duces both the power consumptions and latencies for SR DNNs.

NEMO also targets video super-resolution unlike MobiSR which is

designed for image super-resolution.

Caching SR outputs. FAST [64] presents a preliminary design

that applies neural super-resolution only to the first frame within

a GOP and reuses the result. However, this greatly degrades the

video quality in an adaptive streaming setting, as we demonstrate in

ğ4.3 and ğ7.3. FAST is not designed for and does not support video

streaming on commodity mobile devices. Unlike NEMO, FAST does

not offer a full system implementation, but provides a preliminary

evaluation using MATLAB. In contrast, NEMO proposes an SR-

integrated codec that enables real-time video SR on commodity

mobile devices and integrates it with a commercial video player.

In addition, NEMO carefully selects anchor points that deliver the

largest quality improvements and provides quality guarantees.

Video streaming optimization. A large body of work has been

devoted to improving video streaming. First, for adaptive stream-

ing which NEMO targets, prior studies optimize bitrate/server se-

lections [55, 56, 58, 62] and leverage a centralized video control

plane [43, 46, 47]. While they focus on fully utilizing network re-

source, NEMO uses client computing resource for applying neural

video enhancement. Secondly, for live streaming, previous studies

reduce the mismatches between a codec and a transport protocol for

quickly adapting to bandwidth fluctuations [42, 65] and optimize

a codec to enable live 4K encoding on mobiles [35]. Since NEMO

targets on-demand contents delivered by adaptive streaming, their

efforts are orthogonal to our approaches. We believe that NEMO

can be also applied on top of these systems to further improve the

live video quality.

Lastly, several studies [40, 44, 50, 61] incorporate neural super-

resolution with video streaming applications. They commonly

apply computationally expensive DNNs to every frame. As a re-

sult, NAS [61], LiveNAS [50], and Dejavu [44] require powerful

desktop/server-class GPUs. PARSEC [40] targets mobile streaming,

but can only run with micro-models (or extremely small DNNs).

As there is a steep trade-off between the DNN size and the result-

ing quality (see ğ3), the mirco-models can only provide limited

quality benefit. Also, PARSEC can only apply SR to a fraction of

a frame to meet the real-time constraint, but NEMO benefits the

entire frame. In contrast to NEMO, prior studies do not optimize for

energy consumption although per-frame DNN inference greatly de-

creases the battery life, as illustrated in ğ3. NEMO enables real-time

super-resolution on mobile devices in an energy-efficient manner

by taking advantage of the temporal redundancy within a video.

10 CONCLUSION

NEMO is the first video delivery system that enables real-time video

super-resolution on commodity mobile devices. Compared to per-

frame neural super-resolution, it improves the video processing

throughput by x11.5, reduces energy consumption by 88.6%, and

maintains device temperatures at acceptable levels. NEMO selec-

tively applies neural super-resolution to a small number of anchor

points and reuses their outputs to up-scale the remaining frames

within a video to deliver a 0.99-6.34 dB improvement in PSNR. To

do so while providing quality guarantees, it adapts to different

mobile processors and video contents to maximize the efficiency

while ensuring real-time processing. To accommodate diverse user

preferences in power management, it allows users to balance the

trade-off between energy consumption and video quality. Finally,

when used in an adaptive streaming context, NEMO improves the

quality of experience (QoE) of mobile users by 31.2 % on average in

our trace-driven evaluation with real mobile network traces.
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